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1% EARLIEST STARS                            1% MOST METAL POOR

White & Springel 2000

Z=0
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Wise et al. 2012

The OLDEST stars are not necessarily the most metal poor,
e.g., the Intense Model’s oldest stars can have [Z/H] > -1.0 to -3.5.
e.g., the Quiet Model’s most metal poor stars form later.
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Wise et al. 2012

Thus, rather than focusing on most MP stars ([Fe/H] < -3)
curious what MP stars in the Galactic Bulge may look like.
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metal poor stars near [Fe/H] = -3

Wanajo 2013: 
PNS winds in core collapse SN
Even highest masses cannot reproduce 
heaviest r-process elements.

Wanajo et al. 2014: 
Neutron star mergers rare, but excellent 
source for heavy r-process elements.
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various kinds of early supernovae

Iwamoto et al 2005
25 M Pop III “faint supernova”

(extensive mixing & fallback during the explosion)

Heger & Woosley 2008
sample of models

little/no yields beyond Fe
similarly PISN (Heger & Woosley 2002)

 

“Faint SN” 
•  is faint because Fe is synthesized from the 56Ni that powers the light curve.
•  observed (e.g., SN1999br, SN 2008ha)
•  satisfies many observational constraints (see list by Tominaga et al. 2014)
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Tominaga et al. 2014: 25 M Faint SNe

Individual abundances of 48 metal poor 
stars with [Fe/H] < -3.5 in the MW halo, 
dSph and UFD galaxies.

All 25 M faint SN
but varying parameters such as explosion 
energy, mass cuts, mixing efficiencies, etc.
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Keller et al. 2014: 60 M low exp energy SN

+ Li

The solid line shows the abundances predicted for a 60 M Population III star of relatively low explosion 
energy (1.8x1051 erg) and low levels of internal mixing (Joggerst, Woosley & Heger 2009). The dashed 
line shows the expected yield from a 200 M supernova (pair-instability mechanism).

1

200 M pair-instabliity SN

5
1

60 M low explosion energy with high fall back SN

(from Keller 2014 GA talk)
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Thus, are the metal poor stars in the 
MW halo and dwarfs 

actually representative of the First Stars?
  

Did 25 M faint SN contribute to
           the ionizing photons at reionization?
             the earliest stages of feedback?
             significant stages of chemical evolution?
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If this were easy, it would have been done
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Hill et al. 2011
~200 RGBs
 in Baade’s Window           

Garcia-Perez 
 et al. 2013 
 2403 bulge RGBs
 from APOGEE

V. Hill et al.: The metallicity distribution of bulge clump giants in Baade’s window
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Fig. 16. Upper panel: comparison between the bulge MD predicted by
the chemical model of Ballero et al. (2007b) (red line) and by the model
of Immeli et al. (2004) (green line for the model B and blue line for the
model F ) with the observed MD (shaded histogram). The three model
MDs have been convolved with observational errors. Lower panel: the
previous model MDs were normalised to 50% and compared to the MD
of the two subpopulations A and B (each of them corresponding to 50%
of the total) illustrated here by two Gaussians with position and disper-
sion according to Table 5.

its actual parametrisation, the model of Ballero et al. (2007b)
also fails to reproduce the metal-poor population of the bulge.
The predicted MD peaks at [Fe/H] values higher than the mean
of population A, and is wider than the Gaussian. It underpredicts
the fraction of stars in population A at intermediate metallicities
(!0.8 < [Fe/H] < !0.1) and predicts a longer low-metallicity
tail ([Fe/H] < !0.8). However, based on the parameter varia-
tions presented by Ballero et al. (2007b), we would expect that it
is possible to find a set of parameters that would reproduce both
the high [Mg/Fe] and metallicity distribution of population A. In
particular, there would no longer be any need for a flatter IMF in
the bulge.

5.2. Comparison to a chemodynamical model

The lower panel of Fig. 16 shows the comparison between our
bulge iron MD and the predicted MD from two models (B and F)
of Immeli et al. (2004) convolved with the observational errors.
Immeli et al. (2004) investigated di!erent scenarios of bulge,
disc and halo population formation from the evolution of a star-
forming disc with a chemodynamical 3D model that includes
initial conditions from "CDM results and a two-phase (gas and
stars) interstellar medium. The Galactic bulge is formed in very
di!erent ways depending on values adopted for the e#ciency

of energy dissipation of the cold cloud component from which
stars form. With a high e#ciency of energy dissipation, a mas-
sive bulge is formed from the central merging of clumps of stars
and gas at relatively early times (model B). In contrast, with low
e#ciency values, the instability occurs in the stellar disc at a later
time, forming a stellar bar that evolves and forms a pseudo-bulge
(model F).

The two predicted MD are completely di!erent from the ob-
served one. As already explained in the previous section, this
was expected for the model B, leading to the formation of a mas-
sive bulge. However, the B model MD does not agree either with
the metal-poor component of the observed MD (population A). It
peaks around [Fe/H] = !0.40, close to the mean of the Gaussian
representative of the old bulge but is wider than this population
and overproduces the fraction of metal-poor stars with respect to
the actual observed MD.

The observed and model F MDs peak at distinct metallici-
ties ([Fe/H] " +0.3 and "!0.2 for the observed and model F,
respectively), but have quite a similar global shape. Indeed, if
we artificially shift the model F MD of +0.5, the di!erences be-
tween the two MD are less pronounced, even if di!erences in the
lowest and highest metallicities regimes persist. The shifted F
MD would overestimate the number of stars at low metallicities
([Fe/H] < !0.8 dex) and underestimate the number of stars at
high metallicities ([Fe/H] > 0.1), in addition to showing a more
progressive decrease in the number of stars than observed at high
metallicities. Furthermore, we cannot explain why such a high
shift (+0.5) in mean metallicity would be required. Uncertainties
in the stellar yields adopted can not explain such a large dif-
ference. To obtain such metal-rich stars, we would suggest that
the gas forming the stellar disc (from which the pseudo-bulge
is formed) could have been previously enriched. Several factors
could have contributed to the enrichment of this gas, but one
possibility is enriched gas left over (or blown out) from the old
bulge formation.

5.3. An attempt at modelling the two populations

Without any satisfactory bulge formation model that could ex-
plain the observed MD, we tried to build a simple modelling
of the two populations according to their respective formation
mechanism suggested by the results of Babusiaux et al. (2010).
The metal-poor population has kinematics that show no influ-
ence from the Galactic bar, and in addition, we find it to be
enriched in [Mg/Fe], which reinforces out interpretation of this
population as an old spheroid with a rapid time-scale forma-
tion. To produce the chemical evolution of this population, we
used a simple closed-box model. This model predicts that the
metallicity (Z) distribution function (MDF) follows the relation
f (Z) = p!1e!Z/p where p is the stellar yield given by p = #Z$.
For p, we adopted the mean values of the Gaussian associ-
ated to the metal old population: !0.06 and !0.30 [Mg/H] and
[Fe/H]. The resulting [Fe/H] and [Mg/H] metallicities distribu-
tion (scaled to 50% of the total population to only represent pop-
ulation A) are compared to the red clump ones in Fig. 17 (middle
panels).

As explained in Babusiaux et al. (2010), the kinematical
characteristics of the richest population suggest that it is under
the influence of a bar. Adding to this the fact that [Mg/Fe] in this
population is nearly solar, we suggest a formation on a long time
scale through the evolution of the bar, itself originating in disc
instability. Within this scenario, population B stars observed in
Baade’s window would have been ejected from the inner regions
of the Galactic disc. We then expect the chemical composition
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disk/bar instabilities
+ classical bulge

Bulge Metallicity Distribution Function - past 
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Bulge Metallicity Distribution Function - Today 

The ARGOS data includes positions & velocities as well.
They attribute the bulge components to instability-driven bar/bulge formation
but do not exclude a weak underlying classical merger-generated bulge component.
And still all stars with [Fe/H] > -2

(2013)
AAOmega R~11,000 CaT survey 28,000 stars
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   Search for metal poor stars in the Bulge    
(Howes,  Asplund, Freeman et al 2014 in prep)

AAOmega (350 stars per 2h) 
selected from SkyMapper, also with 

Gaia-ESO and Magellan follow-up (July 2014)

60 stars with [Fe/H] < -3 !
classical bulge?

related to First Stars?
note biased MDF

AAOmega EMBLA (Howes et al. 2014 in prep)
AAOmega ARGOS (Ness et al. 2013)
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Chiappini et al. (2012)

High alpha & Ba
like inner halo stars

more elements to come

Chemical Tagging in the Bulge    Howes et al. 2014 in prep.
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in the Bulge / of the Bulge?   Howes et al. 2014 in prep.

Gaia proper motions will be very useful here!
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RAVEN
RAVEN
MOAO
+IRCS
Subaru

Raven : UVic + Subaru

HST WFC3 Galactic Bulge Treasury  
Brown et al. 2009, 2010

H ~ 16, reddening free indices 
where RGBs with [Fe/H] < -2 
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Collaboration :  UVic, NRC-HIA, NAOJ, & U.Tohoku
Timeline:          CoDR March 2011

 Shipped to Subaru Telescope, Dec 2013 
 First light May 2014
 Engineering run Aug 2014

 
  

RAVEN is a Canadian-Japanese collaboration
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Multiple WFS calculate the turbulence 
over the FOV, but only one DM only 
corrects a small portion of sky.    
Here shown on-axis.
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http://web.uvic.ca/~lardiere/raven/releaseMay14/ravenFirstLight.html
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In August 2014,
 

We hoped to gather IR spectra to
chemically tagging of Bulge stars !

We got Hurricane Iselle and
Tropical Storm Julio instead.
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First RAVEN spectra : M71

APOGEE
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IR & Optical Analysis of [Fe/H] < -2       Lamb,Venn et al. 2014 in prep

Optical:  from HET spectrum, SNR~50
IR:          from APOGEE spectrum, SNR~100

[Fe/H] = -2.1
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Advantages / disadvantages of IR spectra       Lamb,Venn et al. 2014 in prep

Advantages:
reddening negligible
works with AO
CNO, Si, Al
independent Mg, Ti, Fe
isochrone fits

Disadvantages:
stellar parameters trickier
[Fe/H] < -2.5 ?
heavy elements ?
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Conclusions

1. Earliest stars in the Galactic Centre may have had different 
masses, properties, etc. and left different remnants from the MW 
halo & dwarf galaxy metal poor stars.

2. These remnants will be really hard to find (metal poor? 
crowded?  high reddening?   very rare. )

3. IR spectroscopy may be needed or complement optical 
spectra of metal poor objects in the Galactic Centre.

4. AO helps with spatial resolution, MOAO multiplex advantages 
and is now a real option.
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